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Security officers / off-duty
police officers will be
stationed at the front door
to check IDs and ensure
there is no loitering.
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Customers will proceed
to the waiting area,
where they will wait until
an employee checks
their identification and
escorts them inside the
retail store.
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NY LICENSED DISPENSARYNY LICENSED DISPENSARY

This sets us apart from illicit
smoke shops: a peek into a
licensed cannabis
dispensary. All products are
secured in locked display
cases, requiring assistance
from our staff to access any
item. Come and experience
the difference!
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Hours of Operations



Job Openings:
Employees Wanted!

2 Business Operators
1 Floor Manager

5 Budtender
5 Inventory Ctrl Rep

7 Security officers
5 Delivery Drivers

Total: 25



This is what an illegal smoke
shop selling illegal cannabis
looks like (with no security
measures in place). By allowing a
legal and safe dispensary in your
community, we can ensure state
tracking, lab testing, and
collaboration with state
enforcement agencies and the
local community. This will
ultimately help us eradicate
these illegal stores, making our
community safer.
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TAXES



Thanks!Thanks!

Do you have any questions?
Kushmartny@Gmail.com
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